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Product Section Purchase Option * All prices are displayed excluding VAT. VAT, if applicable, will be added at checkout. Continue reading. This SKU table contains a list of all skUs available for the product. You can select an attribute to filter the list of items that are displayed. Comparison Added eBook
??? To compare , you can add EBOOK_POPUP_MSG??? OK Cancellation For college physics courses. This package includes ® physics. For more than 50 years bringing the best of physics education and research into reliable classical texts, Sears and Zemansky's University Physics has provided the
most reliable foundation of physics education for students around the world. New co-authors Phil Adams and Ray Chastain have thoroughly revised the 10th edition by taking in the latest methods of educational research. The new features will help students connect what they have learned with other
courses and the changing world around them while solving problems, deepening conceptual understanding and enhancing quantitative reasoning skills. Mastering Fizzix's new media resources create an unparalleled learning suite for students and instructors.  Personalized learning with Pearson mastering
physics is the leading online homework, tutorial and evaluation system designed to attract students with powerful content before, during and after to improve results. The instructor ensures that students are ready to learn by assigning educationally effective content before class, and encourages critical
thinking and retention with resources within the class, such as learning catalysts. Students can learn more of the concept after class through traditional and adaptive homework that provides tips and feedback specific to the answers. Mastering graders record scores for all automated grading assignments
in one place, and diagnostic tools have access to rich data to assess students' understanding and misunderstandings.  Mastering is a complete circle of learning by continually adapting to each student and learning more personally than ever before during, during, and after class.  MasteringPhysics' text
and technology assets are designed to work together to create a seamless learning suite to support students' learning before, during and after class. Personalizing learning with machine learning ® Mastering Physics from Pearson is a leading online homework, tutorial, and evaluation system designed to
improve results.Students classes with strong content before, during, and after. The instructor ensures that students are ready to learn by assigning educationally effective content before class, and encourages critical thinking and retention with resources within the class, such as learning catalysts.
Students can learn more of the concept after class through traditional and adaptive homework that provides tips and feedback specific to the answers. Mastering graders record scores for all automated grading assignments in one place, and diagnostic tools have access to rich data to assess students'
understanding and misunderstandings. Mastering learns full circles by continuously adapting to each student and learning more personally than ever before, and before class: NEW! interactive pre-lecture videos address the rapidly growing movement toward pre-lecture education and flipped classrooms.
These videos provide an overview of key topics, including built-in assessments that students prepare before lectures and help professors identify student misunderstandings. Pre-lecture concept questions make sure students are familiar with important concepts and encourage them to make assigned
reading before coming to class. These quizzes will help you get your students back on track, engage them in lectures, and understand the most difficult concepts. Open-ended essay questions help students identify what they find most difficult about the concept, providing better information and supporting
just-in-time education. In class: NEW! Learning Catality is an interactive ™ tool that engages in more sophisticated tasks and thoughts using students' smartphones, tablets and laptops. Learning catalysts included in mastering with eText can generate classroom discussions, guide lectures, and use real-
time analytics to facilitate peer-to-peer learning. The constructor can raise a variety of open-ended questions to help students develop critical thinking skills: Monitor responses to find out where students are struggling. Use real-time data to adjust your teaching strategy and try other ways to attract students
during class. Manage student interactions by automatically grouping students for discussion, teamwork, and peer-to-peer learning. Class: After featuring tutorials, feedback on certain wrong answers, tips, and a wide variety of educationally effective content, we will guide our students through the toughest
topics in physics. Tips and feedback provide guidance similar to what students experience in office time, where they can learn from mistakes without being given answers. New features! Adaptive follow-up is a personalized challenge that combines the powerful content of mastering with Knowton's
adaptive learning engine to provide personalized help to previous students.Take hold. These assignments address topics where students have struggled with their assigned homework, including key prerequisite topics. Video tutor solutions and video tutor demonstrations are directly tied to the relevant
content of the textbook and can be accessed from masteringphysics or the QR code of the textbook. New features! Video Tutor Solutions (VTS) walks students through the problem solving process and provides virtual teaching assistants around the clock. Many new VTS have been added to support the
new version. New features! The Video Tutor Demonstration (VTD) will feature an interactive pause and predict demonstration of key physics concepts. It can be used for lectures and self-study, and is also displayed in the Mastering Fizzyx Item Library, which incorporates assessment questions. The new
VTD builds on existing collections and adds new topics to a more robust set of demos. New features! eText 2.0 available for January 2016 classes! ·      Now available on smartphones and tablets.·      Seamlessly integrated video and other rich media.·      Accessible (screen reader ready).·     
Configurable read settings, such as modifiable type and night reading mode.·      Instructor and student note-taking, highlighting, bookmarking, and searching. On textbook flow and contemporary presentation and pedodology: NEW! dynamic authors provide friendly yet focused stories while maintaining
excellence in Sears and Zemansky's legacy. The 10th edition conveys an accurate, careful and simple understanding of physics, highlights the connections between concepts, and incorporates the best principles of education and research. New features! The completely redesigned interior creates an
open and friendly charm while helping students navigate and focus on key principles. New features! The main equations are followed by bulleted notes to guide students into mathematics and help them associate quantitative formulas with qualitative concepts. New features! The FAQ section at the end of
every chapter answers common student questions drawn from the author's vast educational experience. New features! The first learning results for each chapter show what students can do after completing the chapter. New features! Improved pencil sketches are consistently used in work examples to
highlight what students should draw while solving problems. Visual chapter summaries show each concept in words, math, and diagrams, enhancing how to deal with translation between different expressions and different student learning styles. Blue annotated comments lead students in reading graphs
and physics figures. Shapes, models, and charts are arranged side by side throughout the text to help students translate multiple representations. By providing research-proven tools, this edition continues a systematic approach to problem solving.Help students work on their goals. The famous problem of
this text is drawn from the classroom experience and revised, expanded and enhanced by the author. This three-step approach focuses specifically on the importance of how to set up a problem before trying to solve it and how to reflect whether the answer is sensible or not. New features! Improved work
examples include many new or revised examples that have been updated for relevance and interest. The revised transition conceptually links the chapter description to work examples and conceptual analysis issues. Additional exercises appear after almost any work example and can be assigned with
mastering fizzyx, providing additional scaffolding for students as they prepare for homework. New revisions! Conceptual analysis (CA) and quantitative analysis (QA) issues help students practice qualitative and quantitative understanding of physics. The issue of quantitative analysis focuses on
quantitative and proportional reasoning skills. In this case, you use the multiple choice format to draw out certain common misconceptions. New features! Each chapter stitches the issues together to help students move from an example of a single concept to a multi-concept issue at the end of the chapter.
A complete example is included in MustangPhysics as a video tutor solution. Many problems are related to the fields of biology and medicine. All of these issues are labeled BIO. New features! Chapter 0 (Math Review) added a section on working with data and graphs. In this section, students are
prepared to address database issues throughout the course. The example work solution highlights the steps and decisions that students skip. Most examples include pencil sketches that show exactly what students should draw in the setup steps to solve the problem. All of these sketches have been
revised for this edition. New features! In this edition, about 15% of the problems at the end of the chapter are new.  The Connection of Physics to the Student World: Revised! More than 60 of these real-world applications are from biology and medicine. New features! More MCAT preparation materials
support the revised MCAT released in 2015. In addition to more biological and medical applications, we have added more than 50% MCAT style passage issues at the end of the chapter's problem set. All transit issues have been new or revised based on the 2015 MCAT guidelines.    Personalize your
learning with mastering ®Pearson is a leading online homework, tutorial and evaluation system designed to attract students before, during and after classes with strong content to improve results. The instructor ensures that students are ready to learn by assigning educationally effective content before
class, and encourages critical thinking and retention with resources within the class, such as learning catalysts. Students can learn more of the concept after class through traditional and adaptive homework that provides tips and feedback specific to the answers. Mastering graders record scores for all



automated grading assignments in one place, and diagnostic tools have access to rich data to assess students' understanding and misunderstandings.  Mastering creates a complete circle of learning by continuously adapting to each student and learning more personally than ever before, during, or after
class. Before class: Interactive pre-lecture videos address the rapidly growing movement toward pre-lecture education and flipped classrooms. These videos provide an overview of key topics, including built-in assessments that students prepare before lectures and help professors identify student
misunderstandings. Learning Catalistics ™ an interactive classroom tool that uses students' smartphones, tablets and laptops to engage in more sophisticated tasks and thoughts. Learning catalysts included in mastering with eText can generate classroom discussions, guide lectures, and use real-time
analytics to facilitate peer-to-peer learning. Instructors, you can: coordinate teaching strategies using real-time data that monitors responses to find out where students are struggling to raise various open-ended questions that help your students develop critical thinking skills, try other ways of involving
students during class, and Manage student interactions by automatically grouping student interactions. Teamwork and after peer-to-peer learning classes: Adaptive follow-up is a personalized challenge that combines the powerful content of mastering with Knowton's adaptive learning engine to provide
personalized help to previously students. Misunderstandings take hold. These assignments address topics where students have struggled with their assigned homework, including key prerequisite topics. Video Tutor Solutions (VTS) walks students through the problem solving process and provides virtual
teaching assistants around the clock. Many new VTS have been added to support the new version. The Video Tutor Demonstration (VTD) will feature an interactive pause and predict demonstration of key physics concepts. It can be used for lectures and self-study, and is also displayed in the Mastering
Fizzyx Item Library, which incorporates assessment questions. The new VTD builds on existing collections and adds new topics to a more robust set of demos. eText 2.0January 2016 Class! ·      Now available on smartphones and tablets.·      Seamlessly integrated video and other rich media.·     
Accessible (screen reader ready).·      Configurable read settings, such as modifiable type and night reading mode.·      Instructor and student note-taking, highlighting, bookmarking, and searching. Streamlined and modern presentation and pediology about textbooks: Dynamic authors provide friendly yet
focused stories while maintaining the excellence of Sears and Zemansky's heritage. The 10th edition conveys an accurate, careful and simple understanding of physics, highlights the connections between concepts, and incorporates the best principles of education and research. The completely
redesigned interior creates an open and friendly charm while helping students navigate and focus on key principles. The main equations are followed by bulleted notes to guide students into mathematics and help them associate quantitative formulas with qualitative concepts. The FAQ section at the end
of every chapter answers common student questions drawn from the author's vast educational experience. The first learning results for each chapter show what students can do after completing the chapter. Improved pencil sketches are consistently used in work examples to highlight what students
should draw while solving problems. A systematic approach to problem solving continues this edition by providing research-proven tools to help students work on each goal. The famous issue of this text has been revised, extended and enhanced by the author from the metadata about classroom
experience and the use of real students in MasteringPhysics. Improved work examples include many new or revised examples that have been updated for relevance and interest. The revised transition conceptually links the chapter description to work examples and conceptual analysis issues. Additional
exercises appear after almost any work example and can be assigned with mastering fizzyx, providing additional scaffolding for students as they prepare for homework. Revised! Conceptual analysis (CA) and quantitative analysis (QA) issues help students practice qualitative and quantitative
understanding of physics. The issue of quantitative analysis focuses on quantitative and proportional reasoning skills. In this case, you use the multiple choice format to draw out certain common misconceptions. Each chapter stitches the issues together to help students move from an example of a single
concept to a multi-concept issue at the end of the chapter. A complete example is included in Mustang Physics as a video tutor solution. Chapter 0 (Math Review) features a section on working with data and graphs. This sectionStudents will deal with database issues throughout the course. In this edition,
about 15% of the problems at the end of the chapter are new. The Connection of Physics to the Student World: Revised! More than 60 of these real-world applications are from biology and medicine. More MCAT preparation materials support the revised MCAT released in 2015. In addition to more
biological and medical applications, we have added more than 50% MCAT style passage issues at the end of the chapter's problem set. All transit issues have been new or revised based on the 2015 MCAT guidelines. Chapter 0 Mathematics Review 0-1Mechanics Chapter 1 Motion along a Model,
Measurement, Vector 1 Straight Line 27Chapter 3 Movement Chapter 4 Chapter 4 Newton's Law of Motion 94 Chapter 5 Application of Newton's Law 1 Chapter 6 Circular motion and gravity 152Chapter 7 Work and energy Chapter 179 8 Motion 220 Chapter 9al Motion Chapter 255 Motion wave and fluid
Chapter 11 Elastic and periodic motion Chapter 321 321 Mechanical Waves and Sounds 353Chapter 13 Hydrodynamics 393 Thermodynamics Chapter 14 Temperature and Heat Chapter 15 Chapter 15 Chapter 159 Chapter 159 Chapter 16 Thermodynamics 2 Law 497 Electricity and Magnetism 2 Law
Electric Charge and Electric Field 525 Chapter 18 Charge and Potential and Capacatance 17th Potential and Electrical and Capaca Current 5922 Resistance and DIRECT Circuit 595 Chapter 20 Magnetic Field and Magnetic Force 633 Chapter 21 Electromagnetic induction 670Chapter 22 ALTERNATING
current 707 Chapter 23 Electromagnetic waves 731 Light and optics Chapter 24 24 Geometric optics 770Chapter 25 Optical instruments 803 Chapter 26 Interference and diffring 824 Modern physics Chapter 27 Relativity 858 Chapter 28 28 photons, electrons, atoms 892 chapters 29 atoms Molecules and
Solids 929Chapter 30 Nuclear and High Energy Physics International System of Appendix A Appendix C Elements 959 Appendix A-4 Appendix D Unit Conversion Factor A-5 Appendix E Numerical Constants and Astronomical Data A-6 Your student's need to provide A-8 show order information for odd
issues. For details, we will cooperate with our company. K12 Educator: Contact your Savvas Learning Company Account General Manager for purchase options. Instant Access ISBN is for individuals who PayPal credit card or online purchase. Savvas Learning Company is a trademark of Savvas Learning
Company LLC. Young, Adams &amp; Chastain©2016 | Pearson Young, Adams &amp; Chastain©2016 | Pearson Format Website ISBN-13: 97801333857986 Online Purchase Price $74.99 Students, Buy Access Availability Young, Adams &amp; Chastain| Pearson Format Website ISBN-
13:9780321994493 Online Purchase Price $74.99 Students, Buy Access Availability Young, Adams &amp; Chastain ©2016 | Pearson Format Website ISBN-13:9780321979995 Online Purchase Price $119.99 Students, Buy Access Availability Young, Adams &amp; Chastain ©2016 | Pearson Format
Website ISBN-13:97801333857993 Online Purchase Price $119.99 Students, Access Availability Bound with Access Card Card Buy Young ©2012 Cloth
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